EcoSolutions
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BarrierPack Recyclable
Why organic pet food brands
Yarrah and DANO choose a
recyclable & resealable pouch
with EcoSolutions
The lack of recyclability of single-use, multi-material pouches is one
of the most significant issues that the pet food industry faces today.
Find out how Mondi creates more sustainable solutions.

Sustainable by Design

mondigroup.com

Paper where possible,
plastic when useful

–

At Mondi, we believe packaging should be sustainable
by design – paper where possible, plastic when useful.
The next generation of packaging requires the collaboration of the entire value chain, from responsible
sourcing to next life circular recycling. As a manufacturer
of paper and flexible plastic packaging, we are uniquely
positioned to work together with our customers to
find the most sustainable solution.

The Challenge

Our Approach

The certified organic pet food brands, Yarrah and DANO, go to
great lengths to ensure the highest product quality and the smallest
possible environmental footprint. The company was looking to
introduce fully recyclable pouches to replace multi-layer laminate
packaging that is difficult to recycle at best. The pouch should also
feature a resealable function to keep pet food and snacks fresh for
pets while adding convenience for pet owners.

Using Mondi’s EcoSolutions approach, our experts worked closely
with Yarrah and DANO teams to determine the packaging, processing
and next life recycling criteria. Our research and development facilities
tested materials for recyclability* and food safety, while application
engineers ensured it was suitable for conversion on existing packaging lines. The in-depth analysis also tested the moisture barrier and
integrated reseal zipper for a fully optimised packaging solution.

* Suitable for mechanical recycling where systems are in place

The Solution
BarrierPack Recyclable is a flexible, high barrier laminate
packaging solution designed for the circular economy. The
mono-material stand up pouch is ideally suited for food, pet
care, home and personal care products. It offers excellent
shelf presence through high-definition flexo and gravure
printing, and an optional resealable zipper provides consumer
convenience.

BarrierPack Recyclable
is 100 % recyclable and meets
the following sustainable
product criteria:

Designed for
Recycling

The Result
The Yarrah and DANO brands will successfully launch fully
recyclable and resealable packaging for their environmentally
conscious customers. Thanks to its moisture barrier properties,
the product remains both safe and fresh making both pets and
pet owners happy.
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CEO, Yarrah Organic Petfood BV

“At Yarrah we are committed to make a change for the
better. For pets, for the people we work with, for our planet.
We continuously investigate how we can improve what we
do, and our plastic packaging has been on our wish list for
long. With this alternative, we make another big step in
further reducing our footprint. And we will not stop here.”

About
EcoSolutions

At Mondi, we believe there is no single route
towards sustainability. Our customer-centric
approach, EcoSolutions, ensures that we ask the
right questions to determine product criteria and
feasible methods to:
Replace less sustainable products with solutions
that help our customers fulfil their commitments,
following our principle of paper where possible,
plastic when useful.
Reduce overall environmental footprint through
operational efficiency and raw material choices,
including recycled plastic and fibres.
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Recycle by developing fit-for-purpose paper and
plastic solutions that are designed for recycling.
Our passionate research and development teams
always welcome new challenges – especially when
it benefits the planet.

Let‘s talk about how we
can help you to meet your
sustainability goals.
Contact us today!
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